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Introduction
Quantum entanglement is one of the most remarkable features of quantum mechanics. [1, 2] It is interesting to get an appropriate description of entanglement, especially for higher-dimensional and multipartite quantum system, which includes detecting and measuring entanglement. In Refs. [3] ∼ [5] we suggest several generalisations of the entanglement of formation (EOF), relative entropy of entanglement (RE), and the geometric measure of entanglement (GME). [6−10] Shimony firstly introduced a geometric approach to quantify measure of entanglement in the setting of bipartite pure states, [11] then Barnum and Linden generalized them to the multipartite setting (via projection operations of various ranks). [12] On the base of their works Tzu-ChichWei and Paul M.Goldbart further provide the GME. [6−10] However, there still exist some little dissatisfactory structure. Here, we provide certain generalisation of GME to break the concrete form of the closest separable state and has natural passage from pure state form to mixed state form to arrive at gratifying requirement. Besides, we will make further investigation about RGME for multipartite quantum system and continuous variable (CV) system in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2. we recalled the definition of RGME, and present the relation between GME and RGME for symmetric and antisymmetric states. In addition, we calculate RGME of nqubit symmetric state, generalized smolin state with noise, and two-mode squeezed thermal state. In Sec. 3. we define the Gaussian GME for CV scenario which is also an entanglement monotone. Finally, some concluding remarks are made in Sec. 4.
Revised Geometric Measure of Entanglement
At the beginning, we must emphasize the RGME is just a certain generalization of GME. [5] (The concrete definition of GME is given in Appendix A.) In this section we mainly discuss the RGME and the relation between the RGME and the GME and compares the results with ones of GME and RE. Firstly we review the RGME, then elucidate it by some concrete multipartite states comparing with mentioned high-dimensional scenarios to elucidate the virtues of RGME. In short, the exploration of adaptability of RGME from high-dimensional and multipartite systems is completely demonstrated and we obtain the satisfactory results.
Definition
The RGME is defined by: [5] E sin 2 (ρ) = min
where the fidelity has the form
and S denotes the set of separable states. Obviously,
When density matrices ρ and σ represent pure states, the above formula can reduce to the definition of the GME, i.e. Eq. (1) . Because the relation between Bures metric and fidelity, and the fact that Bures metric is positive, we have
then the RGME can be expressed as
Many properties of RGME are presented detailedly in Ref. [5] . It is interesting to search for the connection of different measures of entanglement and it is also a hot topic in characterization and quantification of entanglement of quantum information. In fact, there indeed exist a close relation between the RE and the RGME for certain class of states.
First of all, we give a deduction about the relation between RGME and RE for arbitrary pure state:
Deduction It implies that for any pure state |ψ with entanglement eigenvalue λ max (ψ) the quantity − log 2 (1 − E sin 2 ) is a lower bound on the relative entropy of entanglement of |ψ , i.e.
Its proof is simple. According to the theorem 1 in Ref. [9] ,
Using the relation λ max = 1 −Ẽ sin 2 . We know that for any pure state |ψ , there always exists a bound relatioñ E sin 2 (|ψ ψ|) ≤ E sin 2 (|ψ ψ|). [5] We combine this relation with the concavity of the logarithm function based on 2. Then, we obtain an upper bound of the RE. The proof comes to an end.
RGME of n-qubit Symmetric State
It is difficult to deal with full generality for examining multipartite system, therefore, a strategy in their understanding is to focus on certain special symmetry states. Symmetric multiqubit states form an important class due to their experimental significance. [13] In this subsection, we use the RGME to calculate the multipartite symmetric states.
For comparison, we gain the expression of GME of these three special state systems (n-particle d-level symmetric state, determinant state and pd p -partite determinant state), which have been presented in Appendix C. Ref. [9] presents the universal expression of the relative entropy of entanglement (RE) for these symmetric states which can be expressed in the following form
Comparing the RE with the GME, we acquire the relation
Note for pure state, there always exists the relation E sin 2 ≤ E sin 2 , which has been proved in our paper, [5] so we obtain an important relation for these symmetric state systems,Ẽ
The main purpose of this paper is the calculation of RGME for multipartite symmetric state. Due to previous work, [5] we know two particle special state system such as the two-parameter class of states in 2 ⊗ n quantum system, the two-particle high-dimensional maximally entangled mixed state, the isotropic state including n-particle d-level case, and two multipartite bound entangled Dur state and Smolin state, the relation is still valid. From this sense, we see the RGME is indeed an appropriate entanglement measure. In addition, we know there is a connection between the GME and Entanglement Witness (EW). [8] Unambiguous definition of EW is shown in Appendix D. As a side product, we acquire some results about the EW of n-qubit symmetric state which also are presented in Appendix D.
Therein, the closest separable state of these symmetric states can be reduced from the separable states which are also invariant under symmetry.
Proof Assume the state ρ is mixture of symmetric state,
σ * is the closest separable state of ρ, then the RGME can be re-expressed as
Because the invariance of ρ under all permutations Π i , we haveẼ
where Π i is the partial permutation, N Π is permutation number. Because the fidelity is concave and the RGME is convex, thus we havẽ
But the definition of the RGME has extremum, the inequality relation must be saturated because the left-hand expression always minimal, which indicates that
is also the closest separable state of the mixed state ρ and still remains invariant under all permutations, hence we only need to search the closest separable state within these family. Vollbrech and Werner have shown that in order to find the closest separable mixed state for a state that is invariant under projection such as P , it is only necessary to search within the separable states that are also invariant under the projection. [15] We can further reduce the set of separable states to be searched by invoking another symmetry property possessed by ρ(p), these states are also, by construction, invariant under permutation of all parties.
We assume the closest separable state of symmetric state |S(n, k) is
where
then the fidelity is
when p = k/n, the above equality obtains the maximum, thus the closest separable state of n-qubit symmetric state can be written as
Obviously, its RGME is
The same method can be applied to other three symmetric states above. As we know, the RE of these symmetric states has been presented in Ref. [9] , besides the corresponding relationẼ sin 2 ≤ E re has been achieved by us. In general, the GHZ and W state are often used in many aspects of quantum information theory (QIT), such as the teleporation, the quantum cryptography, and quantum phase transition in condensed matter physics. Here, their closest separable state can be given explicitly.
The closest separable state of GHZ state is
The RGME and GME are equal to 1/2, the RE is 1.
Their closest separable state is
The RGME and GME are equal to 5/9. The RE is log 2 (9/4). For these GHZ and W states, they always satisfy the relationẼ sin 2 ≤ E re , which accords with our given Eq. (10) obviously.
In the following, let us calculate two simple mixed qubit examples, whose RE has been given in Ref. [16] . Now, we consider their expression of RGME.
Example 1
The state is written as the following form:
the closest separable state is
then the RGME is:Ẽ
The RGME isẼ
where the parameters are:
RGME of Generalized Smolin State with Noise
Generally speaking, calculation of RGME of multipartite entangled state is a challenging task. Bound multiparticle entangled states, the peculiar class of states plays an important role in many calculations of entanglement measure. Reference [7] investigates the RGME of some bound entangled state including Dur state and Smolin state and gives an unambiguous conclusion. Recently, Ref. [17] generalized Smolin state (GSS) to multipartite setting and explored its application in quantum information and communication. Here, we will discuss the RGME of GSS in the presence of noise.
GSS can be written as
Smolin state is the state with n = 2, i.e.
Smolin state violates maximally the GHSH-type Bell inequality for four particles despite it is bounded entangled state.
Considering the GSS in presence of noise ρ 2n (p) which can be characterized as follows:
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, and I as previous is identity acting on one-qubit space. In another form, we can write
Reference [17] has indicated that ρ 2n (p) is separable when p = 1/3. Thus we can calculate its RGME by mathematical induction method.
Remark the RGME is independent of n, which makes the calculation simply greatly. Thus we present the amount of entanglement in a class of special bound entangled state with noise. The result is wonderful because it quantifies the hidden entanglement.
RGME of Two-Mode Squeezed Thermal State
The investigation about the continuous variable (CV) system plays an important role because many ingenious protocols [18] and successful experiments [19] reported in quantum teleportation of Gaussian states of the electromagnetic field justify our present interest in studying entanglement of such states. Among all CV states, the class of Gaussian state is one of the most important both from theoretical and experimental points of view.
Up to now, Gaussian state is studied extensively. The basic property of Gaussian state is that their winger function has a Gaussian form. In other words, state with Gaussian characteristic functions and quasi-probability distribution are referred to as Gaussian state. Example of Gaussian state are coherent state, squeezed state, thermal state and squeezed thermal state.
Two-mode squeezed thermal state (STS) [20] of the quantum radiation field is important in the protocols for quantum teleportation. For the quantification of quantum entanglement of STS, it is desirable to use suitable measure of entanglement. Reference [21] evaluates the requisite fidelity of a pair of two-mode squeezed states by applying the Peres-Simon criterion of separability, avoiding finding the closest separable state. Now, we calculate its RGME.
An STS is a particular two-mode Gaussian state defined as a special unitary transform of a two-mode thermal state (TS),
is a two-mode squeeze operator with the squeeze factor r ≤ 0 and squeeze angle ϕ ∈ (−π, π]. A two-mode STS becomes entangled when squeezed factor r is large enough to satisfy the criterion r > r s which is a necessary condition for inseparability. It is obvious that the separable stateρ and ρ have the same squeeze angleφ = ϕ. Under the threshold conditioñ r =r s , which is deduced by Peres-Horodecki separability criterion for CV systems. [22] The simple expression for the RGME isẼ
Reference [20] have given the RE of two-mode STS, 
By numerical analysis, the relationẼ sin 2 ≤ E re still is valid for two-mode STS. Thus, it depicts that the RGME is an appropriate measure of entanglement.
The EOF for a symmetric two-mode Gaussian state has been calculated in Ref. [23] . It is worthy of emphasizing that RGME equals to EOF [24] for symmetric STS. It can be seen RGME is an appropriate measure of entanglement not only for discrete variable system, but also for continuous variable system.
Gaussian GME
In virtue of progress which has been made in CV measures in recent years, we define Gaussian GME just like Gaussian EOF [25] and discuss its some properties. The extension to mixed state can be made via the use of the convex roof (or hull) construction as done for EOF. The essence of problem is a minimization over all decompositions into pure states, i.e.
Similar to the definition of Gaussian EOF, we present Gaussian GME for a bipartite Gaussian state ρ (r,d) .
Definitioin The Gaussian GME for any Gaussian state ρ (r,d) is given by
where the infimum is taken over pure Gaussian states with covariant matrix (CM) r p . In other form, it can be expressed as
Obviously, Gaussian GME does not increase under Gaussian LOCC, which can be proved by the method similar to that of Gaussian EOF. So the Gaussian GME is an entangled monotone. The properties of Gaussian GME have many similarity to the Gaussian EOF. The discussion about the continuous variable symmetric states will be given in the further study. There are many work need to be done.
Conclusion
The merit of this revised measure RGME lies on suiting for any-partite system with any dimension. The RGME abandons the unsuitable condition that the closest separable state is pure state, and use the fidelity to substitute the overlap, hence it makes the passage from pure state to mixed state form mildly. In previous work, [5] the revised entanglement quantifier is used to quantify the entanglement of some special high dimensional quantum states. Here, we have presented analytical results on measure of entanglement of some multi-particle cases for which other measures of entanglement are bigger than or equal to RGME, hence the advantage of RGME is exhibited clearly.
In this paper, multipartite quantum state and continuous variable state are investigated. Concretely speaking, we calculate the GME of multipartite symmetric superposition state, anti-symmetry state and discuss the relation between different entanglement measure. Based on RGME, we present the RGME of some multipartite symmetric pure state including three-qubit GHZ, W, inverted-W state, especially, the analytical expression of RGME for multipartite GSS state in the presence of noise. Meanwhile we give the expression of RGME for CV two-mode STS. To our satisfaction, we get the relation:Ẽ sin 2 ≤ E re . At the end, we generalize GME conception to CV case and define the Gaussian GME which is an entanglement monotone.
Sum up, we believe our analysis is helpful for better understanding the essence of the entanglement in discrete and continuous scenarios. Because many entangled quantifiers exist, it is important to explore their relations. We hope that the discussion in this paper can give some help for further investigation.
Appendix A
In this section, we will introduce the definition of GME. The GME for entangled pure state |ψ is
where inner product states the overlap between state φ and ψ, |φ is a general n-partite pure state with the form (expanded in the local bases |e
In basis independent form, we have
which are independent of the choice of the local basis. The physical meaning of the GME can be seen from entanglement eigenvalue Λ max , which is the cosine of angle between the pure state and its closest separable state. We remark that determining the entanglement of |ψ is equivalent to find the Hartree approximation to the ground state of the auxiliary Hamiltonian H = −|ψ ψ| [7] .
The extension to mixed state can be made via the use of the convex roof (or hull) construction as done for EOF. The essence of problem is a minimization over all decompositions into pure states, i.e.
so, for the general mixed state, it is difficult to write out the clear analytical expression for the GME.
Appendix B
Here, we consider the superposition of two n-qubit symmetric state |S(n, k 1 ) and |S(n, k 2 ) ,
where k 1 + k 2 = n, k 1 = k 2 and the symmetric state is
In order to calculate the entanglement eigenvalue Λ max , the supposed separable state is (cos θ|0 + sin θ|1 ) ⊗n , then the maximal overlap between |SS n,k1,k2 (r, φ) and the separable state can be expressed analytically. We make use of the transformation |0 → |0 , |1 → e −iφ |1 which is put into |SS n,k1,k2 (r, φ) , then we have the relation
Obviously, it can be seen that the measure of entanglement is independent of the phase angle, so we let φ = 0 for simplification in the whole paper. Because the separable state (cos θ|0 + sin θ|1 ) ⊗n can be expanded using binomial formula, it is easy to obtain the overlap
In view of the relation
n , we obtain the GME
Let us make some Discussions
is dependent of phase angle φ, the GME is also related to the phase angle. Obviously, for an arbitrary
In order to illuminate it, we consider 4-qubit symmetric state
|S(4, 2) = 1 2 (|0011 + |0101 + |0110 + |1001 + |1010 + |1100 ) .
Their GME are respectively E sin 2 (|S(4, 4) ) = E sin 2 (|S(4, 0) ) = 1, E sin 2 (|S(4, 1) ) = E sin 2 (|S(4, 3) ) = 37 64 , E sin 2 (|S(4, 2) ) = 5 8 .
Considering the superposition state 1:
The GME has a close relation with the EW, which has been proved in Ref. [6] , where W opt is the optimal EW. We need to point out that the optimal witness is the witness which is optimal than any other entanglement witness from definition. Here, we call Tr(W opt |Ψ Ψ|) the detector. For some simply qubit state, the optimal witness has been presented in Ref. [6] . Now, we simply study the sce-nario of n-qubit symmetric state. Its' EW is 
when n → ∞, (n − 1/n) n−1 is always less than 1, taking on descending trend, finally it is convergent to 0.368 approximately. The contour figure has been drawn in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 Contour plot of the detector of the superposed symmetric state. White regions correspond to positive values of the detector, where W is not a good entanglement witness.
